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We survey models of response inhibition having different degrees of math-

ematical, computational and neurobiological specificity and generality.

The independent race model accounts for performance of the stop-signal or

countermanding task in terms of a race between GO and STOP processes

with stochastic finishing times. This model affords insights into neurophysio-

logical mechanisms that are reviewed by other authors in this volume. The

formal link between the abstract GO and STOP processes and instantiating

neural processes is articulated through interactive race models consisting of

stochastic accumulator GO and STOP units. This class of model provides

quantitative accounts of countermanding performance and replicates the

dynamics of neural activity producing that performance. The interactive race

can be instantiated in a network of biophysically plausible spiking excitatory

and inhibitory units. Other models seek to account for interactions between

units in frontal cortex, basal ganglia and superior colliculus. The strengths,

weaknesses and relationships of the different models will be considered. We

will conclude with a brief survey of alternative modelling approaches and a

summary of problems to be addressed including accounting for differences

across effectors, species, individuals, task conditions and clinical deficits.

This article is part of the themed issue ‘Movement suppression: brain

mechanisms for stopping and stillness’.
1. Introduction
The collaboration between mathematical psychology and neuroscience is yield-

ing amazing insights into the mind and brain that were unimaginable 20 years

ago. Mathematical psychology provides precise, explicit descriptions of mental

processes that are linked tightly to behaviour, making strong predictions about

behaviour that stand up to rigorous empirical tests. Accurate prediction of

response time (RT) distributions for correct and error responses is now com-

monplace, and it is the standard by which models are judged. Neuroscience

has opened the black box and shown us how the neural processes underlying

behaviour unfold in real time. Analyses of spike trains, local field potentials and

EEG reveal the time-course of encoding, transforming and acting. Information

from anatomical connectivity and effects of lesion or inactivation reveal micro-

circuits and networks contributing to the production and withholding of

movements. In recent years, we have seen a proliferation of theories merging

insights from mathematical psychology and neuroscience through the mapping

of the computations articulated by the mathematical models with the activity of

individual or systems of neurons that implement the computation. Such map-

ping is tested rigorously by requiring quantitatively accurate fits or accounts

of both behavioural and neural data. This mapping specifies linking prop-

ositions that connect the mathematical description to neurons, groups of

neurons or brain regions [1,2]. The linking propositions identify the points of

contact between theory and neural data, and specify the aspects of the data

that are relevant to the theory.

In the domain of response inhibition, the converging constraints have offered

particularly clear and compelling mapping between abstract formal compu-

tational concepts and detailed neural implementation. Response inhibition has

been investigated with the greatest theoretical leverage through the stop-signal
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Figure 1. Inhibition functions from a memory-search experiment in which
response time varied with the number of items in the memory set. The prob-
ability of responding given a stop signal increases as stop-signal delay
increases and decreases as RT in the Go task increases as set size increases.
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Figure 2. Probability (RT , t) of RT on no-stop-signal trials and on non-
cancelled (signal respond) error trials with stop-signal delay (SSD) equal to
231, 364 and 496 ms. RT on non-cancelled trials was systematically shorter
than RT on no-stop-signal trials and increased with SSD, beginning at
common minima and ending with shorter maxima.
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or countermanding task [3]. Performance can be explained in

nuanced detail by an abstract theory based on the mathematics

of race finish times.

For the stop-signal task, a theory of response inhibition

should provide a quantitative account of the probability of

inhibiting a response and explain how it varies with the time

available to interrupt response preparation (stop-signal delay,

or SSD). The theory must provide a quantitative account of

the probability of successfully inhibiting a response (known

as signal inhibit or cancelled trials) and the distributions of RT

on trials with no stop signal and when inhibition fails

(known as signal respond or non-cancelled trials).
2. Response inhibition in the stop-signal
paradigm

The ability to inhibit our responses voluntarily is a paradigm

case of cognitive control. It reveals itself in many behavioural

paradigms, but it is revealed most directly in the stop-signal

paradigm [4,5]. In this paradigm, subjects perform a ‘go’

task, in which they make a speeded response to an imperative

stimulus. On some trials, a ‘stop signal’ is presented that tells

subjects to inhibit their response to the Go signal. Whether or

not they are able to is the main datum of interest. Many studies

show that the ability to inhibit responses is probabilistic,

and the probability of inhibition depends primarily on SSD

(figure 1). SSD controls the amount of time available to

detect the stop signal and countermand the Go response

before it is executed; response inhibition is more likely when

more time is available. Non-cancelled trial RT is also an import-

ant datum. It is usually faster than RT on trials with no

stop signal, as if it comes from the faster tail of the Go RT

distribution (figure 2).

These effects have been observed in several species, includ-

ing rats, monkeys and humans, in several subject populations,

including children, adolescents, young adults and the elderly.

These effects have been observed in several psychiatric dis-

orders, including attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and

schizophrenia, and in several neurological disorders, including

stroke and Parkinson’s disease. They have been observed in

different stimulus and response modalities, in different experi-

mental conditions, and with different strategies. The patterns
are the same qualitatively, but they differ quantitatively,

and the quantitative differences reveal important changes or

deficits in cognitive control.
3. Independent race model
Two facts led to the independent race model of stop-signal per-

formance: (i) the probability of response inhibition depends on

the time available to detect the stop signal before the Go

response is executed and (ii) non-cancelled RTs are faster

than RTs on no-stop-signal trials. These characteristics are

found in the large majority but not all studies of countermand-

ing [6,7]. These two facts suggested that response inhibition

depends on the outcome of a race between a GO process,

initiated by the Go stimulus, and a STOP process, initiated

by the stop signal. If the STOP process finishes before the GO

process, the response is inhibited, producing a cancelled trial.

If the GO process finishes before the STOP process, the

response is not inhibited, producing a non-cancelled trial.

The model assumes that the finishing times for the STOP and

GO processes are independent random variables, and demon-

strates that the fundamental results in the stop-signal paradigm

follow from these assumptions (figure 3).

The independent race model provides a measure of the

latency of the STOP process, called stop-signal reaction time

(SSRT). This is a powerful virtue because the STOP process is

not directly observable. If the STOP process finishes before

the GO process, there is no response whose latency can be

measured. If the STOP process finishes after the GO process,

we know SSRT must have been longer than non-cancelled

RT, but we do not know how much longer. The independent

race model provides several converging methods for estimat-

ing SSRT from the observed data. These measures of SSRT

have been important in documenting differences in the ability

to inhibit responses across lifespan development, between

clinical and control groups, and between neurological patients

and controls. They have also been important in understanding

the neurophysiology of response inhibition. Neural processes

that cause response inhibition must modulate before SSRT;

neural processes that are consequences of response inhibition

modulate after SSRT.
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Figure 3. Predictions of the independent race model, assuming SSRT is con-
stant. Onset of go signal followed by onset of stop signal. Vertical line in the
distribution represents the finishing time of the STOP process. Probability of
responding in spite of a stop signal is the area under the distribution to left
of line. Probability of inhibiting in response to a stop signal is the area under
the distribution to right of line. (a) Stop signal occurs before earliest RT,
resulting in larger ratio of P(inhibit) to P(respond). (b) Here, stop-signal
delay is increased, so probability of responding is increased. (c) Here, Go
response time is increased, so probability of responding is decreased.
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The independent race model has been used in virtually

every stop-signal experiment. It provides important measures

of cognitive control, like SSRT, and it provides a benchmark

against which other models can be evaluated. Its prevalence

results from its generality. It is formulated in terms of generic

finishing time distributions for the STOP and GO processes.

It makes no commitment to the underlying computational

or neural processes that generate these finishing times. It

expresses relationships that must hold for any and all distri-

butions, regardless of the process that generates them. This

is important because the independent race model provides

an important check for the models we consider here that

address the computations performed by the underlying

neural processes: these models must predict the empirical

relationships predicted by the independent race model.

The independent race model captures the essence of com-

putation but not the details of implementation. It formulates

the constraints that any model of response inhibition must

follow, but it does not provide the structure necessary to

explain recent developments in stop-signal research. For

example, many studies have shown that Go RT is slower

when stop trials occur more frequently, as if the GO process

changes to balance the competing demands of stopping and

going. Many other studies have shown that Go RT is slower

on trials following stop signals than on trials before them,

suggesting that a stop trial results in some kind of strategic

adjustment to the GO process. To explain how these adjust-

ments occur, we need a more detailed model of the GO

process that tells us which parts can support this strategic

adjustment. The independent race model provides no model

of the underlying process. It can describe these effects, but it

cannot explain them.
4. Neurophysiological principles
Hanes & Schall [8] showed that macaque monkey performance

of a saccade stop-signal task corresponded in detail to that of

human performance of manual stop-signal tasks. This corres-

pondence was subsequently established for human stopping

of saccades [9,10] and pursuit [11–13]. The probability they

would inhibit their eye movements depended on SSD and

their non-cancelled RTs were faster than their no-stop-signal

RTs. Hanes et al. [14] recorded from frontal eye fields in mon-

keys performing the saccadic stop-signal task, isolating

neurons involved in gaze-shifting and gaze-holding that

represent a larger circuit of such neurons that extends from

cortex through basal ganglia and superior colliculus to

brainstem [15]. They found that these neurons modulated on

stop-signal trials, just before SSRT when the monkey stopped

successfully. These results have been replicated in the superior

colliculus [16] and in FEF of monkeys doing related tasks

[17,18] as well as in the basal ganglia of rats [19,20]. These

rich neurophysiology datasets offer the opportunity to develop

a model of response inhibition that explains how the compu-

tational constraints of the independent race model are

implemented.
5. Interactive race model
The juxtaposition of the independent race model and obser-

vations of pronounced neural modulation at the moment of

SSRT suggested a paradox: how can interacting circuits of

mutually inhibitory gaze-holding and gaze-shifting neurons

instantiate STOP and GO processes with independent finishing

times? An interactive race model has been formulated [21] and

extended [22–25] to address this paradox, which may also

explain other kinds of response inhibition such as antisaccades

[26]. The STOP and GO processes were instantiated as stochastic

accumulators within various model architectures with lateral or

feed-forward inhibition (figure 4). The GO accumulator begins

after an afferent delay, Dgo, accumulating activation until it

reaches a threshold, whereupon a response occurs. The STOP

accumulator begins after an afferent delay, DSTOP, inhibiting

the Go response in proportion to its activation. If the STOP accu-

mulator becomes active soon enough (if SSD þ DSTOP , RTgo),

it prevents the GO accumulator from reaching threshold and the

response is inhibited. If the STOP process becomes active too

late (if SSD þ DSTOP . RTgo), the GO accumulator reaches

threshold and the response is not inhibited.

The models are tested through computer simulations of

particular sets of stochastic differential equations that govern

the STOP and GO accumulators. The simulations were fit to be-

havioural data from two monkeys, who also provided neural

data from the same test sessions. Simulations that could not

fit well the inhibition function and distributions of RT were

excluded. Two mechanisms whereby the STOP unit interrupts

the GO process have been explored. The first involved inhib-

ition from the STOP unit onto the GO unit, a natural

extension of the lateral inhibition well known to be crucial

for motor control. The second involved interrupting the drive

on the GO unit with leak attenuating the GO unit activation

[3,27]. The premise is that Go responses are driven by input

from perceptual systems, and responses can be counter-

manded by blocking the input to the motor system. The

input can be blocked in several ways. One possibility is

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 4. Interactive race model. The GO unit receives input after an afferent
delay (DGO) and the STOP unit receives input after stop-signal delay (SSD)
plus an afferent delay (DSTOP). GO and STOP units inhibit each other. Inhib-
ition from STOP to GO is much greater than inhibition from GO to STOP. A Go
response occurs if GO activation reaches threshold. The Go response is inhib-
ited if inhibition from the STOP unit prevents it from reaching threshold. The
top panel diagrams the architecture of the circuit: excitatory connections
have arrowheads, and inhibitory connections have circle terminators. Acti-
vation of a GO unit, driven by an input (mGO), accumulates with leak (k)
to specify whether and when a saccade will be initiated. A variety of alterna-
tive mechanisms can interrupt GO unit activation. All of these mechanisms
instantiate delayed potent inhibition, allowing a network of interacting units
to produce behaviour that can be described as the outcome of a race
between stochastically independent processes. Inhibition (bSTOP) from a
STOP unit driven by an input (mSTOP) can reduce activation of the GO
unit, and this inhibition can be boosted by a cognitive control signal that
potentiates the activation of the STOPinhibit unit. Alternatively, activation
of a STOP unit can interrupt or block the input to the GO unit. The
inputs to the STOPblock (mblock

STOP ) and STOPinhibition (minhibition
STOP ) units are distin-

guished because they assumed different values. These alternative
architectures draw attention to the flexibility and adaptability of counter-
manding behaviour afforded through cognitive control. The bottom panel
illustrates the activation of the GO unit (upper) and the STOP unit
(lower) for trials with no stop signal (dashed lines) and trials with a stop
signal that successfully cancelled the saccade (solid lines). Saccades are pro-
duced when inhibition of the STOP unit is released and the activation of a
GO unit reaches a threshold (red dashed line). In response to the stop signal
(solid grey line), the STOP unit becomes active, interrupting the accumu-
lation of GO unit activation. This interruption occurs immediately before
the stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) (blue line), a measure of STOP process
duration derived from the independent race model.
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deleting the goal to act. In production system models, action

depends on two conditions: a goal and an appropriate stimu-

lus. The action can be countermanded by removing the goal,

by removing the stimulus, or by removing both. Another

way to countermand responses is to suppress the input from

perceptual systems. In stochastic accumulator models, this

involves setting the drift rate to zero (or less). A third possibility

is to break the connection between perceptual and motor sys-

tems. The mapping of Go stimuli onto Go responses is often

arbitrary (e.g. ‘press the left key if an X appears’) and must

be maintained somewhere in the cognitive system [28]. Dis-

abling the mapping rules would prevent the growth of

activation in the motor system. For example, in our model of

visual search [29,30] the connection between perceptual and

motor activity is controlled by a gate that prevents noise from

accumulating in stochastic accumulators. Responses could be

countermanded by raising the gate to a much higher level

[31]. Both model architectures fit the performance data, provid-

ing accurate quantitative accounts of the inhibition function,

no-stop-signal RTs, and non-cancelled RTs across SSDs (see

fig. 6 in [21]).

A further critical test of the models was based on the trajec-

tories of activation of the GO and STOP accumulators that were

simulated using the parameters that produced the best fits to

the performance data. To assess the match between simulated

activation dynamics and recorded neural activity, specific

aspects of the recorded activity were assessed. The activation

of individual neurons has many idiosyncrasies, but all patterns

show some general characteristics. The key feature was the dis-

tribution of cancel times, which are the times at which neural

activity modulates on trials on which subjects stop success-

fully, relative to SSRT. This was measured in the simulated

data in the same way that it was measured in the neural

data, by determining the point at which activation on success-

ful stop trials first differed significantly from activation on

latency-matched no-stop-signal trials. In the neural data, this

point ranges from 50 ms before to 50 ms after SSRT, with a

mean 5–10 ms before SSRT. The model predicted distributions

with the same range (see fig. 7 in [21]). Note, these are genuine

predictions. They were generated with a fixed set of parameters

that provided the best fit to the behavioural data, without any

further adjustment to optimize the fit to neural data. Thus,

these interactive race models are computationally explicit,

explaining core features of the necessary computational and

underlying neural processes.

What about the paradox? The interactive race model

affords investigation of the dynamics of possible interactions

between gaze-holding and gaze-shifting neurons that control

eye movements. How can it fit performance data just as well

by the independent race model? In short, the interaction of

the STOP with the GO unit must be late and potent—late

to preserve the independence of the GO and STOP processes

through SSRT and potent because it must be late. In other

words, DSTOP must be almost as long as SSRT, and the inter-

ruption of the GO unit by the STOP unit must be strong

whether through powerful lateral inhibition or rapid leak

after interruption of the GO unit input.
6. Interactive race with spiking neuron networks
The lateral inhibition interactive race model was subsequent-

ly implemented in a recurrent network model consisting of

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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spiking movement (GO) neurons and fixation (STOP) neurons

(figure 5) [32]. The model assumes hundreds of units represent-

ing populations of movement neurons, fixation neurons and

inhibitory interneurons, and a control unit that turns the fix-

ation neurons on and off. Each population produces Poisson

spike trains that depend on the ratio of parameters representing

NMDA and AMPA inputs. The model addresses fixation

activity at the beginning of a trial and the transition from fix-

ation to movement as well as the rise in movement activation

to threshold. The model produces the transition from fixation

to movement, and ultimately RT, by turning off the control

unit that excites fixation units, thereby releasing tonic inhib-

ition on the movement units and allowing their activity to

rise to threshold.

This model fixed the number of units and many of the par-

ameters across all conditions and manipulated just three

parameters to maximize goodness of fit—the mean and stand-

ard deviation of a Gaussian distribution for the time at which

the control unit turned off and the time at which the stop

signal turned the fixation units back on (analogous to DSTOP

described above). Unusual for this neural level of modelling,

parameters were found to fit the inhibition function and RT

distributions for no-stop-signal and non-cancelled trials. As

observed in the simpler interactive race models, Lo et al. [32]

found that DSTOP had to be relatively long to produce appro-

priate non-cancelled RT distributions; again, inhibition of

stop on GO had to be late and potent. This complex network

model predicted the modulation of movement and fixation

neurons and the cancel time distributions qualitatively as

well as the original interactive race model, although these

predictions were not assessed quantitatively.

The additional complexity of this model provided add-

itional insights. For example, variation in baseline activation of
fixation and movement units affected the probability of success-

ful inhibition. Successful inhibition was less likely when

movement units were more active during the baseline period

and was more likely when fixation units were more active.

They confirmed this prediction in the data from the original fron-

tal eye field [14] and superior colliculus [16] countermanding

studies, finding lower baseline firing rates in movement neurons

prior to successful inhibition. In retrospect, differences in baseline

activation could be implemented in the simpler interactive race

model architectures and would probably produce similar results.

Although this spiking network interactive race model fit the

performance data, replicated the neural trajectories, and made a

novel prediction, the model has two limitations to consider.

First, RT depends on turning off a control unit that tonically

excites fixation units, which releases inhibition on movement

units and allows their activity to rise to the trigger threshold.

The variability in RT depends almost entirely on the variability

in the time at which the control signal is turned off, which is

determined by a Gaussian distribution whose mean and stand-

ard deviation were free parameters that were adjusted to

optimize goodness of fit. The model provides no explanation

for the mechanism producing this Gaussian distribution. There-

fore, the control unit resembles a homunculus endowed with the

ability to intervene at the right time to produce the right effect.

Future work should specify more completely the computational

and neural mechanism of this control element [33].

Second, the spiking network model required many par-

ameters (e.g. AMPA and NMDA ratios for each interaction

between units) in addition to the three parameters that were

varied to optimize goodness of fit. These parameters were

fixed for the fit, but they were tweaked to produce firing

rates in the desired range for movement and fixation cells

before they were fixed. From the perspective of mathematical

psychology, where fitting large amounts of data with a small

number of parameters is desirable, this is inelegant. From the

perspective of neuroscience, where accounting for the details

of implementation is the goal, this is necessary. We look for-

ward to further research in which additional constraints,

such as neuropharmacological effects on countermanding per-

formance, might be integrated in spiking network models.

Another constraint not applied in this spiking network

model is the actual anatomical details of the brain regions

engaged in response inhibition.
7. A brain circuitry model
A more general level of modelling incorporates connectivity

between distinct brain structures such as the cerebral cortex

and basal ganglia [34,35]. This brain network model describes

interactions between units in frontal cortex (dorsolateral pre-

frontal cortex, right inferior frontal gyrus, frontal eye fields),

basal ganglia (striatum, globus pallidus external segment, sub-

stantia nigra pars compacta, substantia nigra pars reticulata,

subthalamic nucleus), and superior colliculus (figure 6).

It addresses the stop-signal task and an anti-saccade task in

which a peripheral target is presented, and subjects must

inhibit their natural tendency to look directly at it and shift

their gaze to a position opposite to it. The model explains

stop-signal performance by assuming that the stop signal

activates right inferior frontal gyrus, which activates subthal-

amic nucleus, which activates substantia nigra pars reticulata,

which then inhibits superior colliculus. If the superior

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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colliculus is inhibited before its activation reaches threshold,

the response is inhibited, producing a cancelled trial. If

superior colliculus reaches threshold before it is inhibited, the

response is executed, producing a non-cancelled trial.

This model was parametrized to simulate performance

on the stop-signal task, but it was not fit to the data unlike

the previous two models. The model simulated inhibition

functions and RT distributions on no-stop-signal and non-

cancelled trials but did not compare the simulated functions

quantitatively to observed data. The model also simulated

activation for units in striatum, substantia nigra pars reticu-

lata, subthalamic nucleus and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex;

however, the times of changes in activation trajectory were

not compared quantitatively with observed neural data.

The model provides an explanation of the computations

occurring within and between units, but it does not achieve

quantitative fits of performance data. In scope and perform-

ance, it is difficult to compare this model to the more basic

interactive race models. Every model of the stop-signal task

predicts inhibition functions and RT distributions for no-stop-

signal and non-cancelled trials, so the model prediction of the

shapes of these functions is not crucially diagnostic. This

brain network model aims to account for the integrated action

of the many brain structures on which stop-signal performance

depends. However, the linking propositions connecting model

units and their interactions to brain structures and their inter-

actions are based on incomplete, uncertain information and
are not evaluated rigorously. We acknowledge the complexity

of accomplishing quantitative comparisons of critical features

of the data (e.g. cancel times, diversity of neuron types), but

we know of no other path available for rigorous model com-

parison. Moreover, a given brain network model must be

seen as one instance of a family of plausible alternatives.

Distinguishing between complex, mimicking models is

difficult or even impossible. Nevertheless, such brain network

models are useful for organizing large sets of observations

across anatomy, physiology and neuroimaging.
8. Unresolved questions
The integration of mathematical psychology and neuro-

science has only just begun [31,36–38]. The models have

moved our understanding of response inhibition forward sig-

nificantly, but much remains to be done. We sketch out some

remaining questions.

(a) Alternative modelling approaches
Yu and co-workers have proposed a model assuming that par-

ticipants decide whether and when to go based on continually

updated Bayesian information about both the Go and Stop

stimuli, repeatedly assessing the relative value of stopping

versus going [39]. This model replicates key characteristics of

stop-signal task performance. Because the repetitive evaluation
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is designed to optimize outcomes based on benefits and costs, it

can adapt performance based on changing reward contingen-

cies or motivational factors. The authors also show how the

independent race model can be seen as an approximation to

optimal decision-making. Through this link the parameters of

the race model, such as the stopping latency, can be changed

with task parameters and individual experiences or ability.

Accounting for adaptive countermanding performance is an

important problem to address in the interactive race framework.

(b) Similarities and differences of effectors
At the biomechanical and neural level, significant differences

are well known to distinguish the nimble jerks of the eyes

from the ponderous rotations and displacements of head or

limb. For example, although co-contraction is a viable

means of inhibiting movements of the limbs, it is not possible

for the eyes. Also, saccadic eye movements are produced by a

brainstem circuit that features powerful inhibition from omni-

pause neurons, but these have no counterpart in the spinal

control of the limbs. The independent and interactive race

models are formulated at a level that generalizes across effect-

ors. They can account for the probability and timing of

countermanding of eye, head or hand movements. However,

countermanding performance with the head or limbs exhibits

features seen rarely with the eyes, such as partial responses

and mid-flight corrections [40,41]. Meanwhile, when counter-

manding head movements, the timing of muscle contractions

provides a trial-by-trial measure of SSRT [42]. Also, the pat-

terns of muscle contractions can resolve whether body

movements are cancelled through inactivation of agonist

muscle groups or co-activation of antagonist groups [43].

Of course, muscle co-activation is not possible for the eyes

[44]. Comprehensive models of response inhibition will

need to diversify to explain the particularities of the different

effectors and their coordination [45].

(c) Choice in going and stopping
Another pressing problem highlighted in recent research is

choice, both in response to the Go stimulus and to the Stop

stimulus. The original interactive race model considered

only one accumulator for the Go task. The spiking network

and brain network models included two accumulators, one

for each possible Go response but did not model activity in

the competing accumulator. This was guided by the original

saccadic stop-signal task in which a single target was pre-

sented, making choice errors impossible, but the stop-signal

tasks most common in the literature include response choice.

The probability and latency of choice errors during

countermanding and related tasks need to be modelled. An

independent race model with two GO processes for correct

and error responses plus a STOP process accounts for macaque

and human performance of countermanding saccades when

multiple potential targets are offered during visual search

[46]. Moreover, this model also explained the incidence of cor-

rective saccades including mid-flight corrections. Other recent

work extended the independent race model to deal with choice

in the Go task and found some evidence for selective influence

[47]. In an interactive race model framework the alternative

responses must be modelled as stochastic accumulators,

and their interaction with the stochastic accumulator for the

correct response must be specified. Race models, feed-forward

inhibition models, and lateral inhibition models are viable
alternatives [29,30,48]. Choice tasks provide the opportunity

to manipulate several factors that affect the GO process concur-

rently, and these factors may influence different parameters

of the GO process selectively. Selective influence provides

important leverage in modelling. Some parameters should

stay constant across conditions while others vary, and this

adds important constraints in fitting data. Recent work has

begun to test countermanding performance while systemati-

cally manipulating visual choice difficulty, finding that SSRT

is not influenced by choice difficulty [49].

Choice is also possible in the STOP process. Several inves-

tigators have studied varieties of ‘selective inhibition’ in

which some responses but not others must be inhibited when

a stop signal occurs [50], or all responses must be inhibited

when a stop signal occurs but not when another similar

‘ignore’ signal occurs [51]. Selective stopping will require inter-

esting extensions for models of response inhibition, because

selective stopping to one stimulus but not another often pro-

duces violations of the independence assumptions of the race

model [51]. This is important because all of the models we

have discussed assume that the STOP process and GO process

are independent for much of their duration. Independence

makes modelling simpler. Non-independent STOP and

GO processes are much harder to characterize, but work is

beginning on models of selective stopping.

(d) Motivation, memory and strategy
The models we have reviewed consider countermanding in

rather impoverished contexts. However, most behaviour is

embedded in circumstances shaped by motivation, memory

and strategy. Perhaps, not surprisingly, recent studies have

demonstrated that measures of stop-signal task performance

can vary as a function of motivation signalled by reward magni-

tude [52–54]. Other studies have described contributions of

learning, memory and task goals in countermanding perform-

ance [55,56]. We look forward to future work extending the

race model framework to incorporate these additional findings.

(e) Individual differences
A major strength of the original independent race model was

the measurement of SSRT, interpreted as a measure of response

inhibition. Numerous studies have demonstrated significant

changes of SSRT and other measures of countermanding

performance in individuals diagnosed with various neurologi-

cal [57] and psychopathological disorders [58]. Even healthy

participants exhibit incidental or strategic variation of perform-

ance across individuals. The development of interactive race

models provides a foundation on which to explore whether

parameter modification alone is sufficient or process addition

is necessary to account for such individual differences.

( f ) Model mimicry and linking propositions
The models we discussed make common predictions for

behaviour and physiology. Quantitative fits to behaviour—

inhibition functions and RT distributions for no-stop-signal

and non-cancelled trials—were equivalent for the various

interactive race architectures. The brain network model of

frontal cortex and basal ganglia also produced the same quali-

tative trends. On the one hand, one approach to resolving such

model mimicry involves designing more complex experiments

with more resolved manipulations and dissociations. On the
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other hand, to the extent that all of these models are designed to

account for behaviour that corresponds to the outcome of a race

between GO and STOP processes, each must mimic the other.

Neural measures derived from the models exhibit mimicry

too [59]. All of the interactive race models predict similar pat-

terns and timing of modulation of activity in movement and

fixation neurons. Mimicry in model predictions of neural

measures may be broken by examining additional neural

measures including levels of activation and modulation

[29,30]. Crucially, the use of neural measures to resolve mimi-

cry of models requires the validity of the mapping between the

neural measures and the modelled process. Verification of such

linking propositions [1,2] requires empirical investigation. For

example, a recent study demonstrated that the duration of acti-

vation of FEF movement neurons paralleled the duration of the

race model GO processes, establishing a necessary relationship

for the mapping between model and neural processes [60].

Similarly, studies have also demonstrated other neurons in

FEF and in other cortical areas such as the supplementary

eye field that modulate not at all, too late or in the wrong direc-

tion during countermanding tasks, so they cannot instantiate

the race model processes. Meanwhile, other studies have pro-

duced evidence that seems to contradict the identity

mapping of the stochastic accumulation process onto move-

ment neuron activity [61,62]. For example, the systematic

delay of RT observed after cancelled stop signal trials was

accomplished not by an elevation of threshold of FEF and SC

movement neurons as predicted by accumulator models but

instead by postponement of beginning of activation after

target presentation. However, model simulations indicate
that measures of dynamics need not agree with the values of

the parameters that generated them, especially if the data

and model predictions are noisy. For example, the model and

measured threshold can be different among ensembles of accu-

mulators [63]. Also, measured accumulation onsets need not

correspond to non-decision times, nor measured rates of

growth to drift rates, nor measured thresholds to model

thresholds [59,64].

Despite these complicacies, we are optimistic that model-

based cognitive neuroscience is the most secure bridge between

behaviour and brain. Many insights have been provided by the

recursive blending of rigorous models from mathematical psy-

chology with detailed measures from neurophysiology and

neuroimaging during tasks with well-grounded compu-

tational theories. Models that make the same predictions

about performance data can be distinguished through neural

measures [21,25,29,30], neural data can provide useful con-

straints on the nature of model mechanisms [29,30,65], and

model mechanisms can provide a language for understanding

the nature of neural dynamics [59].
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